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Hey you. Yes you! Are you free from 8pm to 11pm on Fridays doing nothing? Boy, I have an opportunity for you! The group is currently level 4 and consists of Dragonborn Paladin, 2 human fighters, and Kalashtar Bard. They have their quirks, but everyone gets along well. The party is currently traveling through the Plains
of Talents towards Carrnath, and has just acquired (mercilessly beaten in submission) Triceratops for transportation. Why Karnat? A reasonable magic sword told them! That doesn't explain why either. Sounds interesting? This is just the tip of the iceberg. Slap down a comment on this post or PM me if my crappy little ad
got your attention. We use Roll20 for the game and Discord for voice/memes. Happy games! Whether you're a veteran or a new player looking for mates to enter the Nexus with, this is the place for you! Be sure to check out The Weekly Looking for Group Topics to find players advertising. You can also try some of the
things listed below. When searching for groups or players to join your group, please be sure to include the following information in your messages/requests: Username or Team Name Games Type - (Storm League - Rank, Unranked, or AI) Asking Role (s) - (Tank, Bruiser, Killer 'Ranged or Melee', Healer, Support, or Flex)
Region - (America, EU, Asia) Reddit Resources Reddit HotS Discord Servers Come join the community and chat about the game, look for people to play, and have a good time! Discord is a combined voice and text chat program. More information about Discord can be found here. Official Subreddit Discord Server Exactly What It Sounds Like - Join Here Bronze Warriors - Focused on Improving HotS Low-Rated Experience - Discord Server LGBT community HotS Discord Server - Safe Space, MOBA Focused - Discord Server HotS Coffee Bar - Active Server with Discussion and LFG Channel - Discord Server Wind Striders Another active server with discussion channel LFG - Discord Server Nexus United - Active SERVER EU with discussion and LFG channel - The General Discord Server community will launch HotS Discord - Original HoTS Discord Server - Discord Server Competitive Reddit Discord Server - Focused on high-level game Discord Server Battle.Net Reddit Heroes of the Storm Group Come join the Battle.net community and chat about the game, to look for people To play with, and have a good time! Battle.net is a combined voice and text chat program that is a bit like Discord, but with the help of a built-in gaming client (Note: groups are not
yet supported on mobile platforms). Heroes of storm Battle.net - Join here. Competitive Community HotS These Communities Run Leagues for Dedicated Games outside of the occasional HotS matchmaker. Heroes Lounge - League for Bronze for Grandmasters on EU and NA servers. Hype Heroes The community is an
eSports site that covers weekly esports graphics, community content, news and special events. Nexus Gaming Series - League for bronze for grandmasters. Military Gaming League - Esport League and Community for the U.S. Military, Veterans and Family Members. HotS In-Game Chat and Party Finder Heroes of the
Storm has a built-in chat game that lets you participate and find groups or players for your team. In the chat room you can enter/list to list available channels, or / zlt;name of channel'gt; join or create a channel. The client also has a built-in Party Finder feature that you can turn on on the home screen to promote your
desire to group and identify people in the chat channels you join who are looking for additional members to join them. People will appear with no next to their name if they are close to your existing rank. You can also create a chat message to add more information about what type of group you're looking for, which will
appear when players hover over your name in a chat. Below is a list of popular chat channels in HotS you can join and perhaps find players to group with: Reddit General Storm League Chat amoveTV - a channel dedicated to fans in the Nexus HotS podcast. JHow - A channel dedicated to fans of JHow Professional
Caster and guide creator for HotS. Coffee - A channel associated with Hot Coffee contention server ChoGall - People are looking for a different head. ARAM - A channel dedicated to finding custom All Rush All Medium Games. 3-party chat Join Reddit IRC - To join us, please click here or #heroesofthestorm to quakernet
on your favorite client! You don't have an IRC client? Try IRCCloud! gamerlink.gg is a free app on iOS and Android that helps connect you to gamers who play the way you do and who want the same from their gaming experience! If you know about other ways to find fellow Nexus goers, please post mods and we'd be
happy to add to the list! Does anyone want to play? The name of the server EasyBakeOven101 U.S. Level 4 Looking for a large, mature, organized group to play rust with? Playing a solo doesn't work for you and looking to join a clan full of friendly, mature people, or are you looking to get better at the game or make new
friends? Then look no further, because the Clan Magnus Legio is the place for you! -CML-Is a large, mature, organized gaming community that plays a lot of games and has been around for over 5 years, and our rust team has developed a high level of respect over the years of its work. --CML-recruits players of all skill
levels who meet our clan rules and standards. We are On U.S. servers and recruiting players around the world, we value our time zone players, not the U.S. The mature attitude of the 500 hoursTeam spiritNo the story of deceptionEnglish speakingMicrophone mandatoryDiscord mandatoryThere is absoloute zero
tolerance to racism, sexism or bigotry. Apply for a zlt/name and follow the instructions of introduction From the sprawling towns of Thurgor, to the burning factories dotted an, all the way across the Silver Sea to the porous mountains in the Commonwealth of Turk, Taleweaver journey brings to life 5e in a way that very few
storytellers can achieve. Taleweaver Chronicles is a world of homegrown that focuses on the depth and immersion of characters with a balance of original knowledge, intrigue, struggle and magic. True definition 5e; boundless, dangerous and open. Your search is decided by you, your meetings will be yours, and your
fate and the fate of the world are in your hands. Every little thing; Weather, History, NPCs, Streets, Cities, Villages, Landscapes, Dungeons and Tombs have all been carefully painted for brave adventures to pass and interact with. Stories taleweaver bring reality to 5e, with actions causing far-reaching consequences in
these turbulent times of the world. Continuing campaigns are open world by standard, with nothing but your conscience and members of your party as a guide. The setting of this world is a medieval fantasy on a global scale. There are several states all inhabiting different races and there are several religions. The pace of
development varies greatly for each State and continent. When you start, you may discover (with proper investigation) that there are a few political tumultuous things brewing and the first quest presented you can in place to learn more if you want. The way you play is decided by the party. If you choose to be politicians or
their agents, sign up for the army, dungeon-crawl, or even take over the world. It's all your call. The world is so big I am currently building wikis so you can look and add whatever you want as the campaigns continue and the world grows. HookIt's campaign is the 53rd year of the 7th century Mokra and there are tensions
between the Woolrontian Empire and the Kingdom of Tergor. The Thieves Guild robbed Kelled II, and Kelled came to the conclusion that King Tergor was somehow behind it. Meanwhile, in the south of the Orcs An entered almost open war for the domination of trade routes on the Silver Sea against the dwarves of the
Toorak Commonwealth. Orcs are also trying to get rid of the monopoly of the dwarf trading guild and trading banks and have started their own banking operations looking to start an informal server with Orp, usually live in ratholes on ext/valg. pvp a lot and stay alive. looking for a fresh block of napkins. add me to
contention if you want to get too started something before Danwan-6745 No LFG Records for this filter, make one! Recording.platformUserHandle - icon.displayValue - Join the voice . I am looking for friendly and non-toxic gamers to play with. with toxic I don't mean swearing or abusive memes because I don't mind
them, but I mean anger issues and verbal abuse of other players. You don't have to be 15-22, but that's the range we have now, so if you're younger/older and find that good, then so are we! You can play not only with yourself, but also with some other people that I've found here (they're all super nice and accepting). We
started a small Discord server to play together and organize a lobby. I'm doing this because I've found a lot of toxic players on r/gamerpals and other LFG groups, so now I just want to deal with these people and create a 100% positive community. Some of the games we play: Among UsEscape from TarkovDestiny 2Fall
GuysMinecraftPUBGRocket LeagueSea Of Thieves Grouping For Looks is a page-by-page retelling of the saga Finding a Band through the prism of a mirror universe, where Cale is a gothic tyrant and Richard is a holy soul trying to put him on a good path. Int. CASTLE - COURT - NIGHT Led zeppelin immigrant song
plays as Cale falls through a solid stone wall, driven by a sonic wave. Benny, Krunch in tow, rushes to the stage. KALEY FOUND A SCREAM! Bennishe Cale cleans the little finger's ear. The thread of the syma is dangling from his ear hole to the tip of his finger. CALEOUHAT?! Krunch jumps down from Benny's
shoulder and runs over the well. He catches a bucket and then spins it over his head as Michelangelo spins a hook after the nunchucks were deemed too cruel for Saturday morning's cartoon. Krunch lets go. CLUNK Bucket captures the ghost's head, utterly baffling her. CALAIS, HOW AM I GOING TO KILL HER?
Benny frowns at the screaming elf. KRUNCHY don't know. CALEUHAT? KRUNCH Only a cry, with a long memory, with a long memory, has knowledge of the location of Ketenasia. Cale, Benny and Krunch turn to face the ghost, and she feels the paws at the bucket. KRUNCHAsk her where Kenetnesia. Benny and
Krunch look at Kayla waiting. CALEUHAT? KROUNCHASK E. - A little elven girl still unnoticed stands among them. She is of flesh and blood, but her skin glows with supernatural light. Richard, also still unnoticed, stands among them too. But that's quite normal. He was probably a primacy when he heard all the
screams. The path is more normal than the Mystery of the Child there. MYSTERY CHILDShe is not responding. CRUNCHWhy isn't it? MYSTERY CHILDUh because she speaks in screams? Literally called Scream? And you want to talk to her. RICHARDI say we'll let her talk. Richard removes the bucket from Crick's
face. She immediately screams, knocking Richard across the yard. RICHARDO, that's why she had a bucket on her head. CALEUHAT? GFL Archives Original: LFG Page 35 First Grouping for Looks: GFL 001 Previous Grouping for Looks: GFL 034 Comments Page 2 Grouping for Looks retelling the saga Finding a
Group through the prism of a mirror universe, where Cale is a tyrant and Richard is a holy soul, trying to put him on a good path. Int. CASTLE - COURT - NIGHT Cale hovers over Krunch and Benny, who are resting by the fire. Well, try to relax. It's hard to relax when your personal space is being invaded. CALESo..?
BENNIES? CALEAre are we closer to finding the Sword of Truth? KRUNCH we are closer to throwing a note about it into this fire. BENNY Is a mystery about Scream. Nothing grinds the adventure to stop like a riddle. RICHARD (outside the panel) Go on, little guy. CALESpeaking grind ... Cale peaks in on the next
room. Int. CASTLE - PANTRY - NIGHT Richard stands over a makeshift cage, coaxing a giant rat into it. RICHARD'S what you're going to. Then you can be reunited with your family. SOOBA (outside panel)Grrr... Sooba is ready to pounce. Richard puts himself between the rat and Soboy. The rat is snowing into the
cage. RICHARD DOWN, Sooba! Cale sneaks a rat in a cage and wanders away. Int. CASTLE - KITCHEN - NIGHT Cale enters the kitchen and immediately notices the boiler. CALEPerfect! Rat in a cage, set aside, Cale lights a fire under the boiler. He turns around and taunts the rat. Something starts with him. A
transparent, intangible young woman swims on the spot. CALEGreetings? The ghostly woman collides with Cale and lets out a scream that shakes the lock and punches Cale back. GFL Archives Original: LFG Page 34 First Grouping for Looks: GFL 001 Previous Grouping for Looks: GFL 033 033 rainbow six siege
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